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TO PAEENTS,

—•

—

This little book is published for the benefit

of the

HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN,

which was opened in the year 1852 in Great

Ormond Street, Queen Square, and was the

first hospital for children ever established in

this country.

It is no longer necessary, as it was when

the first edition appeared, to plead for

children's hospitals, to say what good they

have done, what good they may do.

Less than twenty years have raised a

progeny of more than twenty children's

hospitals around the parent hospital in

Ormond Street.
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All who founded it rejoice in this result,

hut they plead at the same time the more

earnestly on its behalf, that the mother in-

stitution may share in the help bestowed

upon her children.

Eighteen years have increased its out-

patients from 1,252 to 15,230, its in-

patients from 143 to 709 in the year ; and

the total number of beds from 20 to 75.

The rebuilding of the hospital is just

about to commence ; the plans are being-

drawn ; and next year the first steps will

be taken towards raising the number of

beds in London from 75 to 200.

The country branch at Highgate was

brought into working twelve months ago

;

there is a home there for 20 convalescents,

an infirmary for 32 cases of chronic disease.

If this great city had half-a-dozen such

institutions, each with 200 beds, each with

a country branch containing 50 beds, would

they be more than are needed, woiild
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they put an end to the sorrow, the com-

plaining of mothers weeping for their

children ; bereaved of them for want of

timely succour ?

The six hospitals are beyond our re-

som'ces, or perhaps it may be truer to say

they are beyond our hearts. But the

mother hospital may fairly claim support,

may ask for help that it at least may serve

as a model for other hospitals that will be

built when we have learned the lesson

which seems so hard a one, that we are

mere stewards of om- wealth, and shall have

to accormt for its disposal.

Ages ago there lived one the bm-den of

whose complaint was that he was as one

who had a pleasant voice, and who played

well upon an instrument, for the people to

whom he spoke heard his words, and did

them not.

The sick, the suffering, the neglected,

the dying child, furnishes a subject for the
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poet, the novelist, the preacher. There is

just that touch of mournfulness in the story

which is most pleasing ; a variation ofthe old

refrain ' I am always sad when I hear sweet

music' The tear of sentiment seems a

richer tribute to the needs of suffering hu-

manity, than the vulgar cheque, and leaves

moreover the balance at the bankers' undis-

turbed.

But there is a hard comment on this

from which there is no escape, and which

sooner or later any of us may have to hear,

' Inasmuch as ye did it not to the least of

one of these ye did it not to me.'

August 1870.
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TO

THE NURSES

AT THE

HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDEEN.

My dear Friends,

It is a matter of no importance who

it is that thus addresses you. You would

not, I trust, read a book intended to help

you the less attentively, or consider what

it contains the less thoughtfully, because it

was written by a stranger. It will therefore

be quite enough for me to say that it is

written by a person who has seen a great

deal of little children, especially of little

sick children, who loves them very much,

and believes that you would not have
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undertaken to nurse them, unless you loved

them too.

Indeed, if any of you have entered on

your office without a feeling of very earnest

love to little children,—a feeling which

makes you long to be with them, to take care

of them, to help them,—you have made a

great mistake in undertaking such duties as

you are now engaged in : and the sooner you

seek some other mode of gaining an honest

livelihood, the better. I do not mean . this

unkindly, for you may be very good, very

respectable women, and yet be very bad

nurses. You may be feeble in health, and

then you will be unable to bear the confine-

ment and the fatigue of attending upon the

sick ; or you may be fretful in temper, and

may find your greatest trial to consist in the

difficulty of subduing it, and in being as

thankful to Grod for all His daily mercies,

and as friendly with those whom you live

amongst, as you ought to be ; or you may

naturally have low spirits, and a child's

prattle, instead of refreshing, may weary you.
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Now if any of these things is really the

case with you, I would advise you not to be

a children's nurse, and especially not to be a

nurse in a Hospital for Sick Children.

There is a great difference, as you must
^f^uities

. , , and duties.

by this time have found out, between a child

when well, and the same child when sick.

When well it is all life and merriment and

fim ;—if a baby, springing in its mother's

arms, smiling at everything, or ringing out

its tiny laughter for very joy at being alive;

or if it is older, jumping about, running back-

wards and forwards, full of frolic, shouting

aloud with gladness, or in its more serious

moods playing with its toys with the drollest

earnestness. Nothing is easier, with the most

moderate good temper, than to attend upon

it then. But if illness comes; first the child

loses its merriment, though it still shows just

every now and then a sad attempt at playful-

ness, and then, as its illness increases, it grows

more fretful ; so fretful that nothing can go

right with it. It cries to be laid down in its

bed, and then no sooner have you placed it
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there, than it cries to be taken up again ; it is

thirsty, and asks or at least makes signs for

drink, bnt nothing that you offer pleases its

taste, and it pushes away the cup, irritated all

the more by what you have so kindly done

to promote its comfort. For days and nights

this continues, but yet you bear it, losing

your own sense of weariness in anxiety for

the life of your little charge. At length

amendment comes, but as the anxiety you

had felt passes away, you are disajDpointed at

finding that, instead of being more loving

and more fond for all that you have done

for it, the little one is more cross and

fractious than ever, and it is only by degrees,

that its childish ways come back to it, and

that you discover that the illness did not

destroy, but only took away for a short time,

the little loving heart.

Now if you devote yourself to the duties

of a nurse in a Children's Hospital, all this

will be happening over and over again

every day : while as soon as your care and

nursingj, with the doctor's skill and Grod's
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good blessing, have made the sick ones well,

they will be taken away from you to go

home to their friends, and fresh sick children,

fresh cross childi'en, will come in, to tax

yom* strength and try your tempers. Some-

times, too, the parents of the sick children

are not nice civil-spoken people
;
they show

no gratitude to you for all your pains, but

give themselves great airs, almost as if you

were their servants, and as if they had been

doing you and the doctor a great favour in

putting their child under your care. Now

all this is very hard to bear, and yet you

must bear it, and do your duty, and be happy

in spite of it, if you are to be a useful nurse..

Happy in spite of this ! Perhaps some one

may say, ' No, that I am sure I cannot be !

Always to have some cross children to care

for, often to meet with unkind and ungrateful

parents ; that is too hard !

' I own it is hard,

—60 hard that I would not advise any one

whose health is indifferent, whose temper is

fretful, or whose spirits are low, to undertake

the oflBce of a nurse. Even those whose
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health and temper and spirits are the best,

and who have the truest love for children,

need something more to help them to bear

it. And this something more is the thought

that all these blessings,—the good health,

the sweet temper, the cheerful spirits, the

very love for children which you feel in your

heart,—are so many great gifts of Grod, to be

used for His glory, for the good of these little

ones, whose Father as well as yom* Father

He is, and whose special blessing is pro-

mised for every kind act, even for the very

least, which you do for every sick child in

this Hospital.

But if this be so, if Grod condescends to

take special notice of such a work as yours,

if he promises to it a special blessing, you

must be sm-e that He will mark whatever

you do ill ; that any bad temper, any angry

feeling, any impatience, any neglect, or

careless watching of those whose life or

health is entrusted to yovi, will excite His

displeasure. 'To whom much is given, of

him will much be required, ' and you see
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that though your office may seem a very

lowly one, though your name may never

be known out of the Hospital, yet in Grod's

sight your calling is a very high and very

noble one,—one which He watches very

closely, one which He has promised to reward

very highly ; that it is therefore one which

you ought to follow as in His sight
;
daily

trying to discharge its duties better, daily

asking His blessing, daily seeking His for-

giveness for all your shortcomings.

Though I have spoken thus fully of all a nurse's
c> J- -J rewards.

the difficulties and of all the drawbacks

from what you might have fancied were the

pleasures of a nurse's occupation, yet I

should be very wrong if I gave you the

impression that, even in this world, there

were not great rewards attached to it. In

the discharge of any duty there is an honest

pleasure, and this pleasure is always in pro-

portion to the difficulties encountered, or to

the greatness of the good attained. The

difficulties you already see are many : to

feel that you have overcome them, that joxi

B
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have kept your temper when sorely tried,

that you have watched most carefully when

sadly wearied, that you have carried out all

directions given you most faithfully, brings,

and was intended to bring, with it a sense of

real satisfaction ;—not a feeling of conceit at

your supposed skill and cleverness, but the

' answer of a good conscience,' telling you

that by Grod's help you have been enabled to

do your duty. But besides this, the delight

of seeing a sick child recover ; of watching

all its little baby ways come back one by

one ; of feeling that you have its confidence

and love ;—for in spite of all their cross and

naughty tempers, little children's love is not

hard to win, nor hard to keep ;—this is a

soui-ce of pure and daily returning happi-

ness, such as no other occupation brings

with it, such as ought, I think, to make for

you, what a good man called ' music at

midnio-ht. ' And though there are some

exceptions to it, yet very generally the

parent's gratitude is not wanting ; and a

mother's blessing whose heart you have
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made glad is a blessing indeed ; one which

money will not pm-chase, one of which

poverty, and sickness, and death itself, will

not rob you.

It seems, then, that the calling of a nurse

is a highly honourable one,—one by which

you may not only earn a respectable liveli-

hood, but may also in its pursuit do good

every day, and almost all day long. Nor is

this all ; but by the constant practice of

those little duties, little virtues, the need

of which every day will bring with it, you

may grow more and more like your Saviour,

and at length receive the great rewards of

glory, and honour, and immortality which

He has promised to that patient continuance

in well doing, for which a um'se has as much,

perhaps has more, opportunitythan a princess.

If now yom- mind is made up to follow oiijectoftii

book.

this calling, there yet is needed to discharge

its duties well, something more even than

right intentions, than patience, and love, and

humbleness of mind (though they will go

far to fit you for it), or than all those good

jj 2
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qualities of cleanliness, and neatness, and

diligence, and order, which are essential in

any other pursuit.

My object in this little hook is to point

out to you what those other qualifications are

and to give you some help in acquiring them,

to explain to you what a nurse's special

duties are, to tell you some things which a

nurse ought to know, but which I believe

have never been put down in books before.

AiaS'^^The
First, howovcr, I must remind you that

the^tiootor. the uurse is not the doctor ; that she never

can be ; that if she forgets her proper place,

and tries to interfere with his duties, or to

set herself above his directions, instead of

being a blessing she will be a curse, instead

of promoting the sick child's recovery she

will very often hasten its death.

' Oh,' says a nurse sometimes, ' the doctor

is quite a young man, and I have been a

nurse these ten, or twenty, or thirty years
;

I have seen a great deal of children. I am

sure I ought to know ; and Mt. Jones or Dr.

Smith who attended where I lived as nurse-
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maid used to do quite different from this.

And thus, having disobeyed the doctor's

orders, it constantly happens that the ntirse

is afraid to tell him the full extent to which

she has gone against them : but either pro-

fesses to have carried them out, or else in

trying to justify herself for having deviated

from his directions, makes an incorrect re-

port of the patient's condition. When this

is done, one of two things is sure to happen.

Either the doctor is displeased at what he

considers an improper neglect of his direc-

tions, is cross, perhaps hasty, in his manner,

or even angry with the nui'se, and rude to

her ; and thus personal dislike arises between

the nm-se and the doctor ; she goes against

his orders as often and as much as she dares,

speaks against him to the child's parents,

makes them very anxious, very unhappy,

and being constantly with them, while the

doctor is there only for a few minutes at a

time, induces them sometimes to join in

thwarting his wishes : and all this time the

child gets worse and worse, and at lengtli
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dies. Or, the doctor believes to the full

the exaggerated statements which he hears,

alters his practice under the belief that such

changes were necessary, when in reality they

were not desirable, and the nurse gains a

triumph ;—but what becomes of the patient?

Now this, I know, is a fault much less

likely to be committed in a hospital than in

private families : to a great extent, indeed, it

is impossible for a hospital nurse to be guilty

of this fault. But I would remind all nurses

that even the youngest doctor must have a

great deal more knowledge about diseases

and about remedies than almost any nurse

can have. The nurse hears that one child

has inflammation of the brain, another has

inflammation of the lungs, and so on ; but

she knows almost nothing about these parts

of the body, except just that people breathe

with the lungs, and think with the brain,

and so on. The doctor has had to learn how

these parts are made and shaped ; how it is

that the lungs serve in breathing or the

brain in thinking : and he has seen, what
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nurses have not, the changes after death

that disease has produced in these very

parts. Hence he is a much better judge of

what the danger to be feared is in this case

or in that, and, consequently, of what will

be likely to be the best naeans of removing

it. Besides, there are certain means of

making out the progress of some diseases

with which the doctor is acquainted, but of

which, without any fault of a nurse, she is

necessarily ignorant
;

as, for instance, the

listening to the chest, in order to judge by

the soimd of the breathing, or the beating

of the heart, whether these parts are doing

their duty properly, or whether disease in

them is growing worse, or getting better.

The experience, too, of even a young doctor

is in reality larger than that of an old nurse
;

he has seen a gTeat many cases in the hos-

pital when a student, and studying them

with the advantages of his superior know-

ledge must have learnt more about each

than a nurse possibly can have done, while

the mere number of patients seen by him is
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much greater than can have come under the

notice of any nm-ses, with the exception of

the few who have themselves been for years

engaged in a hospital.

But there are bad doctors sometimes

;

doctors who were idle when young, and are

perhaps stupid, and obstinate, and self-con-

ceited when old ; and there can be no

question but that a good nurse is worth a

great deal more than a bad doctor. How,

then, is a nurse to acquit herself of her

duties, so as, whether the doctor is good or

bad, to render the greatest possible service to

her patient, to promote his recovery to the

utmost of her power.

First. Let her constantly have before her

mind a sense of the high importance of her

own duties ; of the infinite value of human

life, of the strict account she must give, not

to man, but to Grod, of the manner in which

she performs what she has undertaken ; and

then all such foolish, paltry feelings as

jealousy of the doctor, dislike to him, or

desire to show off her own knowledge, will
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not enter into her heart, or if they do for a

moment, they will not abide there, will not

influence her conduct.

Second. Let her be firmly convinced that,

even as far as her employers are concerned,

real knowledge of her duties, and zeal in

their performance, real skill in understand-

ing the signs of disease, or in perceiving

when a plan of treatment is likely to be use-

ful or injurious, cannot remain unnoticed,

will seldom be allowed to pass imrewarded.

Third. Let her remember, however, that

this knowledge must be real, this zeal sincere,

this skill founded on patient watching and

careful observation, not a mere pretence, nor

idle talk. I never yet knew the doctor who

wouldnot listen with attention to the remarks

of a careful, judicious nurse, or consider her

suggestions ; but when she has nothing more

to say than such stuff as, ' The poor thing

will be lost for want of strength ; ' or, ' I

never saw any good come of those nasty

blisters ;
' or, ' I am sure all that calomel

is not fit for a child
;

' or, when she says, ' I
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thought the child would have died several

times iu the uight ;

' or, ' I thought he

would have gone into fits ; ' or says he is

much better, or much worse, without being

able to give reasons for her opinions ; or

always talks in an exaggerated way, of

' burning hot,' or ' stone cold ; ' or declares

that a child ' takes nothing at all,' when it

turns out that he has had a little tea, or a

little baiiey-water, or a little arrow-root ; no

attention will be paid to her : the doctor, if a

kind man, takes no notice of her ; if unkind,

he shows by his manner that he thinks her

ignorant and stupid, and, perhaps, even

says so.

A niu'se's duty towards the doctor is two-

fold.

1st. Strictly to carry out his directions as

to the treatment of the patient.

2nd. To observe the patient's condition ;

to notice the changes in it, and what she

may either know or suppose to be the efiects

of the treatment, so as to give a short, clear,

and correct account to the doctor at each

visit.
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Both of these duties must be discharged

truthfully. Directions must be carried out

to the very letter of the rules given her; or,

if for some good reason any direction has not

been observed, this omission must be stated,

and the reason for it assigned simply,

honestly, with no concealment and no ex-

aggeration. Any doubt as to the result of a

plan which the doctor is pursuing, must be

stated to him quietly, respectfully, in the

absence of the patient's friends ; and no

doubt should be expressed withou.t a cor-

responding reason, and one more definite

than the opinion that this or that has done

no good, or that the child has been worse

since this or that remedy was employed.

In private families, unfortunately, it hap- Frequent
•! ' i- aeficiencies

pens far too often that the nm-se is quite dom^S'"
service.

ignorant of illness, quite incompetent to at-

tend the children during it. She was the

children's maid when they were well, she

knows the duties of her place, she is proud

of her little one's good looks, and happy in

their love. Illness comes, for few are the
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nui'series into whicli, sooner or later, it does

not enter : the nurse is unprepared for its

approach, she does not understand its signs,

she does not know how to lessen its suffer-

ings. She has never made a poultice, she

has never strapped a wound, she is afraid to

touch a leech. She can do nothing hut look

sadly on,—the most useless person in the

household ;— or, at the best, can only sit

with the sick child upon her lap, vainly try-

ing to soothe it, but in ignorance withhold-

ing the drop of water which it craves for, or

afraid to wash it, or to change its dress, lest

she should give it cold ; when perhaps the

cool drink would have allayed its burning

thirst, the sponging would have relieved the

fevered skin, and the night would in conse-

quence have been passed in quiet sleep, in-

stead of in restless tossing.

Such ig-norance this little book is intended

to help, but a far better help than this book

would be a few weeks passed in the Children's

Hospital, as a pupil nui'se, learning at the

bedside how to do all those little offices
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which would make a young woman as useful

in sickness as in health. What should we

think of the sailor who could manage his

ship in fair weather only, but did not even

profess to know his duty in a storm, and

must then leave it all to the captain ? The

doctor, like the captain, can only direct ;

—

what comes of the patient if the nurse can-

not carry out his directions ?

Between thirty and forty young women TheCMi-
J J o dren's Hos-

can be trained every year in the Children's training
school for

Hospital. No other charge is made than mirses.

sufl&ces to defray the bare cost of their board.

On leaving they will receive a certificate of

competence, and their names will be kept

afterwards on a register by the Lady Super-

intendent, so that, provided they maintain a

good character, they will deserve and com-

mand higher wages, get better places, and

get them easier, than young women who know

but half of the duties which are involved in

the proper care of children.*

* Applications -mth reference to the admission of young
women as pupil nurses, must be made to the Lady Superin-

tendent at the Hospital. The Committee earnestly entreat
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ote" wherever or however a nurse may

language, have learnt her duties, it is certain that she

cannot discharge them well, unless she has

been taught what to observe ; for the. signs

of disease differ as well according to the age

of the child, as to the nature of the illness

from which it is suffering. Cries are the

only language which a young baby has to

express its distress ; as smiles and laughter

and merry antics tell without a word its

gladness. The baby must be ill is all that

its cries tell one person
;
another, who has

seen much of sick children, will gather from

them more, and will be able to judge whether

its suffering is in the head, or chest, or

stomach. The cries of a baby with stomach-

ache are long, and loud, and passionate ; it

sheds a pi^ofusion of tears ; now stops for a

moment, and then begins again, drawing

up its legs to its stomach ; and as the pain

passes off stretches them out again, and with

many little sobs passes off into a quiet sleep.

the special co-operation of ladies in this attempt at the

practical improvement of one of the most important classes

of domestic servants.
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If it have inflammation of the chest, it does

not cry aloud, it weeps no tears, but every

few minutes, especially after drawing a deeper

breath than before, or after each short,

hacking cough, it gives a little cry, which it

checks apparently before it is half finished

;

and this either because it has no breath to

waste in cries, or because the effort makes

its breathing more painful. If disease is

going on in the head, the child will utter

sharp, piercing shrieks, and then between

whiles a low moan or wail, or, perhaps, no

sound at all, but will lie quiet, apparently

dozing, till pain wakes it up again.

It is not, however, by the cry alone, or by

any one sign of disease, that you are to judge

either of its nature or its degree ; but I

mentioned this merely as an instance which

anyone can understand of the different mean-

ing that even a baby's cry will convey to dif-

ferent persons.

When a child is taken ill, be the disease

from which it is about to suffer what it

may, there is at once a change from its
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condition when in healtti such as soon attracts

the attention even of the least observant.

The child loses its appetite, is fretful and

soon tired, and either very sleepy or very

restless, while most likely it is thirsty, and

its skin hotter than natui-al. In many in-

stances too it feels sick or actually vomits,

while its bowels are either much piirged, or

very bound. If old enough to talk, it gene-

rally complains of feeling ill, or says that

it has pain in some part or other, though it

is by no means certain that a little child has

described rightly the seat of its pain ; for it

very often says that its head aches, or its

stomach aches, just because it has heard

people when ill complain of pain in the head

or stomach. Some of these signs of illness

are of course absent in the infant, who can

describe its feelings even by signs imper-

fectly ; but the baby loses its merry laugh,

and its cheerful look ; it ceases to watch its

mother's or its nurse's eye as it was used to

do, though it clings to her more closely than

ever, and will not be out of her arms even
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for a moment, and if at length rocked to

sleep in her lap, will yet wake np and cry

immediately on being placed in its cot

again.

Such symptoms of illness as these may How the
J Ir ^ nurse helps

,
. I. I 1 ^ f tlio doctor to

continue lor one or two days beiore the find out the
disease.

doctor is able to determine what disease the

child is about to suffer from, and in this

state of doubt the niu-se may do much by

her careful observation towards helping the

doctor to come to a right decision. At the

Children's Hospital it is customary, unless

otherwise ordered by the doctor, to place a

child on its admission in a warm bath. For

this now there are several reasons in addition

to the very evident one of ensuring the

child's perfect cleanliness. The warmth of

the water is grateful and soothing to its

feverishness, and that is one advantage

;

but another is that when stripped for

the bath the nurse has the opportunity of

carefully examining the whole of the child's

body, and thus of seeing whether there

is any rash, or eruption as it is called,

c
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upon it, while the bath moreover helps to

throw out any rash if it were about to

appear. It is not enough, however, to have

looked out for this when the child was in

the bath ; but once in every twelve hours

at least, till the nature of the disease has

been ascertained, you should take the op-

portunity of carefully repeating this ex-

amination. With a little care you will soon

learn to distinguish the different rashes

;

that of Measles appears as a number of dark

red spots, in many places running into each

other, and is usually seen first about the

face and on the forehead near the roots of

the hair, while it is usually preceded by

running at the eyes and nose, and all the

signs of a severe cold. The rash of Scarlet

Fever does not appear in separate spots, but

shows itself more in a general bright red

colour of the skin, not unlike that of a boiled

lobster. It appears first about the neck and

chest in greater degree than about the face,

and is usually preceded and accomj)anied

by sore throat. The eruption of - Chicken
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Pox is attended by fever, but not by so

much running at the eyes and nose as Measles,

nor with the same frequent cough ; while

the spots are small separate pimples, which

come out generally over the whole body,

as well as about the head and face. They

appear earlier by a few hours on the body

than elsewhere ; and are seen in a day or

two, having much enlarged in size, to tm'u

into little bladders of water as big as the top

of a large blanket-pin or bigger. This water

next becomes milky in appearance ; and

then the bladders containing it shrivel and

dry up into small yellowish-brown scabs,

which soon fall off.

I will not take \xp more time in describing-

other kinds of rashes which are occasionally

seen, but with which in the course of your

duties you will become familiar. I was

anxious only to make you understand the

reason for attaching this importance to care-

ful examination of the skin. But there are

many things besides to which you must pay

attention, for we have supposed that the

c 2
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nature of the child's disease is still uncertain,

and that the doctor does not feel himself

able at present to pronounce an opinion.

You must now therefore set to work care-

fully to watch all the signs or symptoms of

illness which present themselves
;
you must

notice whether the child is hot or cold, or

whether while one part is very warm another

is quite chilly
;
you must observe how the

child likes to lie ; whether flat down in bed,

or propped up high almost as if sitting

;

whether the light distresses it or no

;

whether it seems in pain, showing this either

by signs, or by actual complaints ; while

as night comes on the changes in its state

must be observed with particular care.

With the approach of night very many

diseases get worse ; and while you expect

this to be the case, you must carefully

notice what are the signs of increased illness

which in each instance manifest themselves.

Fever is generally higher
;
you must notice

if it is very much so ;—the- dull hea^-y

state of many children suffering from inflam-
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mation of the brain, or from some forms of

fevers in which they lie dozing dm-ing the

day, is often succeeded by delirium and loud

outcries for some houi's at night ; or if the

child sleeps it talks much in its sleep, about

its lessons or its play, and the observation

that these things have happened will serve to

help the doctor in his judgment. If, though

these things do not occur, yet the child is

restless, you must try to ascertain from

what cause. It may be from pain or it

may be from thirst, or from cough which

disturbs the child, or from difficvilt breathing,

which gTows worse whenever the child falls

asleep, and then wakes him up again every

few minutes, or it may be from that sleepless-

ness which illness brings with it. If then

you are to give a useful report to the doctor

at his visit, you must not merely be able to

tell whether the child slept or was restless,

but you must have watched so attentively

as to be able to describe exactly the manner in

which the night was passed ; to report when

the child slept and how, when it was restless
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and why. But there are other things to notice

besides the manner in which the night was

passed
;
as, for instance, whether the breath-

ing is short, or hui'ried, or difficult ; whether

the child coughs, and if so whether the

cough returns often or but rarely ; whether

it is tight or loose, or short or hacking;

whether it lasts long or returns in fits,

whether it is accompanied by any peculiar

sound, whether it seems to hurt the child

or to distress him, either by the length of

each cough, or by its frequent return, and

whether the breathing is much quickened by

it. Further, the presence or absence of sick-

ness or of disposition to vomit, the want ofap-

petite, or the existence of thirst, are all points

to which your attention must be directed.

Use of order Supposiug uow that you have noticed all

I'epoS. these matters with care, you will be in a

position to make a report of your observa-

tions to the doctor, and one which will be

very helpful to him in deterpaining what the

nature of the case is. But this report will

depend greatly for its value upon the clear-
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ness with which it is made, and upon your

account of what, has passed being given very

much in the order in which the different

things that you observed really happened.

Now what I mean by a clear and orderly

report would be one somewhat of the follow-

ing kind. I will suppose that a nm'se is

giving in the morning an account to the

doctor of what she has observed since his

visit to the child on the previous afternoon

;

and she says to him :

—

' Before being put in the bath, the child

seemed cold, but afterwards grew quite

warm, appeared comfortable, and fell asleep

for a little time. "When in the bath I noticed

no rash upon the skin, but this morning there

is some redness round his neck and the

upper part of his body. He was heavy and

dozed during the afternoon, but towards

night became more restless, cried out in his

sleep, and seemed sometimes quite light-

headed, and his skin 'was very hot and dry

during the night. He appeared very thirsty,

craved for cold drink, though he took but
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little at a time, and seemed to have some

difficulty in swallowing ; and this morning

he does not appear to be any better than he

was yesterday. He was a little sick once

yesterday, but has not been so since ; his

bowels acted once last night, the motions

were quite natural, and he has made a little

water twice ; I have saved all that he has

passed for you to see.'

Now from such a statement as this, even

before seeing the patient, the doctor would

have learned almost to a certainty that the

case was one of scarlet fever ; and it must

be quite evident that there is no more real

difficulty in the way of giving a straight-

forward, orderly history of what has been

observed, than in telling the same things

without any plan or method. All that is

necessary is that from the first you set about

it in the right way. If a child, however, is

very ill, and there is much to do in the

way of giving food or medicine, or if you

gather from the doctor's expressions that he

regards the child as in very serious danger,

I would advise you not to trust entirely to
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your memory, which may deceive you, but

just to put down on a bit of paper the date

at which medicine or food had been given,

or when the bowels acted, or when any

special change took place in the child's con-

dition. This, too, is still more important if

you are verytired by long sitting-up and close

watching, for then even with the greatest

care and the best endeavoiu- on your part,

many things will be almost sure to escape

your memory.

In a hospital where the nm-se has no other importance
^ of wntten

care than that of watching the sick, and where
"°

long familiarity with illness instructs her as

to what to observe, veiy accurate reports are

often made from memory alone. In private,

however, where the nui'se is not so accustomed

to observe, and consequently not so accurate

in her observation, the practice of noting

down the occm'rences, from time to time,

in every case of serious illness is of great

service. I am accustomed in such circum-

stances to desire a record to be kept on a

sheet of paper divided into five columns
;

one for food, another for medicine, a third
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for sleep, a fourth for the evacuations, and a

fifth for any special point which the nature

of the illness renders of importance ; and feel

that by so doing I not only obtain a more

accurate report than I should otherwise be

likely to receive, but that also at the same

time I train the nurse to habits of closer

and more correct observation.

The things which are especially to benoticed

must depend very much on the disease from

which the child is suffering, the stage which

that disease has reached, and the treatment

which the doctor is adopting ; and through

the whole course of the child's illness, the

signs of its disease and the effects of reme-

dies upon it will both have to be carefully

observed by you, and points which may in

one case be of great importance may in

another scarcely need mention.

Thus, for instance, if the doctor fears that

a child is about to suffer from inflammation

of the brain, or water on the brain, your

telling him that the child had been sick once

or twice, or that it had had no relief from the
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bowels, or that it had seemed very cross and

irritable, and then afterwards had been very-

drowsy, would be information of great value,

giving reason to fear that the little one

was much worse. If, however, the child had

been suffering from an attack of bowel com-

plaint or diarrhoea, as it is called, sickness is

a very common symptom which need not

alarm you, the absence of action of the

bowels would be a favourable sign, stomach-

ache would naturally have made the child

cross and irritable, and its going to sleep

afterwards would show that the pain must

have abated, and that the child was in all

probability better-

It is, of course, only by degrees that you

can expect to learn what the most important

symptoms are, showing that the head, or

chest, or stomach is the seat of disease ; but

time will bring to you this knowledge, and if

you set out just bearing in mind some very

simple rules, you will not be long in acquiring

it. For instance, remember that it is the

brain by means of which we think, and wish,
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and love, and hate ; that the brain governs

our power of talking, and our power of

moving, and is as it were the fly-wheel which

sets all the machinery in motion ; and you will

then expect to find the manner, disposition,

likings, and affections altered when the brain

is diseased, and the power of moving and

the power of talking more or less interfered

with. But next you will recollect that the

child has not yet learnt to do with his brain

all the things which the grown person can,

—

that he cannot talk perhaps, or cannot walk,

or that he knows very little, and can remem-

ber very little of what passes aroimd him.

You will then be prepared to find the child

with disease of the brain cross and fretful,

not liking any of the things that usually

amuse it, burying its head in the pillow to

keep out the light, crying if a candle is

brought into the room, or if suddenly dis-

turbed, or if any noise is made near it, and

perhaps taking a great dislike to those of

whom it used to be most fond. Often too it

will cry out aloud, for cries are its only Ian-
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gimge, if it is very young ; and even if able

to talk, the effort at speaking sets the brain

at work, and if the child's brain is suffering,

all work must be painful to it. If you take

the child up in your arms to soothe it, as you

have often soothed a sick baby before, the

child seems frightened and distressed ; it is

dizzy, and afraid of falling
;

feels, in short,

just as you may have felt sometimes, if, when

suffering from bad sick headache, you have

been compelled to get out of bed.

In the same way you will bear in mind

that the lungs serve in breathing :—if they

are diseased you will look more to how their

duty is performed, and will at once feel

that the child's cough, the number of times

that it draws its breath, the ease or difficulty

with which it lies flat down in bed, the side

to which it turns when in its cot, are the

things for you to notice chiefly. Or if the

disease is in its stomach, the appetite and

thirst, the presence of vomiting, the state of

the bowels, the cries of pain or the actual

complaint of its existence, and the degree of
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tenderness on pressure, are evidently enough

the most important symptoms, and those

concerning which the doctor will look to you

for information.

I will now, therefore, go a little more into

particulars, and will try to point out to you

the more important things that you will be

expected to notice and to do, in the greater

number of cases of disease of the head, chest,

and stomach respectively, and will then

lastly make a few remarks to you on the

nurse's duties in fever.

Signs of In most diseases of the brain in childhood
disease of

the brain.
-^j^ich threaten life, there are two distinct

stages, as they are called, in the first of

which there is excitement, in the second

stupor
;

or, to state this more simply, the

disease may be divided into two halves ;—in

the first half the child is in pain, and shows

its pain in various ways ; in the second half

the sense of pain is gone, but the power of

feeling is gone too, or greatly lessened. In

the first the mischief is doing, in the second

the mischief is done. Now I have already
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told you what many of the symptoms are

which show the brain to be disordered in

children ; that light, and noise, and move-

ment distress the little one : that its temper

' is altered, and its manner fretful, while the

pain very often causes it to ciy aloud.

Besides these there are some other signs

of disorder of the brain, which I will just

mention to you, and if you do not understand

why their occurrence shows the brain to be

affected, you must, nevertheless, try to bear

them in mind, and must take my word for

it that what I tell you is correct. Sickness

and vomiting are a sign of disorder of the

brain ; convulsions are another. Now you

may fancy that sickness is only a sign of

disorder of the stomach, and may feel at a

loss to imderstand what it can have to do

with the brain ; so I will try to explain the

matter. From the brain itself there pass

to all parts of the body nerves, as they are

called ; small strings, as it were, which go

everywhere, and thus keep up connection

between all parts. We wish to move our
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arm or leg, and when we try to do it, we

send a sort of message there, just as the

message is sent along the wires of the electric

telegraph, and then we lift the weight, or

take the step we wished to do. But these

nerves or strings serve another purpose too

;

they carry the news from one part of the

body to another, if any suffer : if the leg is

in pain the nerves tell the brain of it ; and if

the brain is ill, the nerves tell even the legs

and arms of it ; as I dare say you may have

found some day, when very ill with head-

ache, you have also felt pain all over you.

But the brain has other work to do ; there

are many important parts of our body which

we cannot see, over which we have little or

no influence ; we cannot help breathing, or

digesting oiu- food, and so on ; and yet if the

brain is out of order, all the duties of these

different partSj/uuct/oiis as doctors call them,

cannot go on quite well ; for the brain, as I

said, is like the fly-wheel which sets all the

rest of the machinery in motion. This effect

of disorder of the brain shows itself in various
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ways, but in none more strikingly tlian in

the way in wliich it produces disorder of tlie

stomach. The brain suffers, and the stomach

is told of it, and feels it ; little children, as

you know, are easily made sick, and so with

them there is not only the feeling of sickness,

but there is actual vomiting ; and it is of

importance for you to remember this, in

order that you may not omit to mention its

occm-rence to the doctor in any instance in

which an infant or young child is fretful

and feverish, and cannot bear the light or

noise : for the sickness shows that the dis-

order of the brain has been serious enough

to derange the stomach.

You see, then, that in some circumstances Meaning ot

convulsions.

a symptom which you might suppose to be

of but little moment may, in reality, be of

great importance ; that the presence or ab-

sence of sickness may tell a great deal about

the presence or absence of disease of the

brain. But there is another symptom of

disorder of the brain so serious that you are

not likely ever to overlook it, but concerning

D
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which I will say a few words, to prevent you,

if possible, from being too much alarmed at

its occurrence, and from speaking and acting

as if it left but very little hope of a child's

recovery. I do net doubt but that you have

seen a baby in fits, and a very sad sight it is

indeed :—the pretty little face all distorted

and livid, the eyes rolling or squinting

frightfully, the hands clenched, the arms

bent, the legs drawn up, the body arched

backwards, and all the limbs twitching

violently ; while the child is insensible and

cannot see, cannot swallow, cannot move of

its own accord. At length in a minute, or

five or ten minutes, or an hour, or more, the

fit ceases, sometimes by degrees, sometimes

all at once ; the child fetching a deep sigh,

and then lying quiet and pale, with all its

limbs relaxed, as if in a faint, from which it

passes into sleep, and some hom's after seems

pretty well. Or it may be that when the

fit subsides, and the limbs become relaxed,

all the muscles of the body have been so

tired out by their violent movements, that
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they can work no more for tlie present ; the

heart stands still, the chest is not raised to

draw in air again into the lungs, and the

baby dies—dies, not because any part has

been spoilt for its work, but because the

whole frame is exhausted, and its movements

stand still, just as a watch stops for want of

winding-up. Sometimes a fit comes on from

a sudden cause, and kills a baby that seemed

before quite well ; sometimes the child has

been long ailing, and while thus out of health

has fits daily, or several times a day for

weeks together ; sometimes fits occm* with

violence, and after having recurred two or

three times in a single day, you find that

measles or scarlet fever has come on, and

from the outbreak of the rash the fits quite

cease. At other times, after long illness, fits

come on when the child is very weak, and

their occurrence is soon followed by death;

or, again, after the signs of disorder of the

brain have been present for days, convul-

sions occur, and are followed by very marked

worsening of the child's condition, who

D 2
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becomes more stupid than before, or swallows

less well, or loses the power over one limb

or one side of the body, and usually dies

before many clays more have passed.

Now all the various circumstances in which

fits take place in early life, and the various

conditions which follow their occurrence,

show jDlainly enough that the meaning, so

to say, of a fit is very different in different

cases. A fit shows that the brain has been

disturbed in the quiet performance of its

duties, but, taken alone, it shows nothing

more. The distm'bance may depend on some

sudden fright which the child had, and then

it will most likely soon pass away, and when

the fit is over the danger will be over too
;

or it may depend on the teeth pressing

against the gums and causing pain, so much

pain that at last it disorders the brain, and

the baby has a fit. Here, too, when the

gums are lanced the irritation ^vill cease

for a time, and when the child has cut all its

teeth the irritation will cease completely.

If tlie fits come on at the end of a long
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illness, they show that the brain, in common

with all other parts, is disordered, and that

disorder of the brain shows itself by fits, jnst

as disorder of the lungs shows itself by cough

or rapid breathing ; while if they come on in

the com-se of some disease of the brain itself,

they are a proof that that disease is advanc-

ing, that the child is growing worse instead

of better.

Time and attention will bring experience

with them, and you will learn by degrees to

distinguish the meaning of fits in differ-

ent children and in different circumstances.

What I wish now to impress on you is

that the meaning differs widely in different

cases, and that jow judge of it, and the

doctor judges of it, by the natiu'e of the

symptoms which have gone before, and

of those which have come after the fit, as

well as by the character of the fit itself.

Now when a fit depends on some disease

which has been going on in the brain, it

generally happens that both sides of the

body are not equally affected by it, but
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that one leg and arm, or perhaps one arm

alone, is twitching and struggling; while

the other side of the body remains quite

still, or is disturbed much less, being af-

fected after the other, and the movements

of that side of the body ceasing sooner.

After the fit is over too, the side which

was most affected is often comparatively

useless, or even altogether powerless ; the

limbs however not being supple and easily

bent in all directions, but the joints being

contracted ; the arm, for instance, stiiHy

bent, and the fingers drawn into the palm

of the hand. Now symptoms such as these

always show the character of a fit to be

more serious, its causes to be less capable

of cure than when it affects both sides

equally, when it leaves both sides impalsied

and the limbs uncontracted, and when con-

sciousness returns immediately, or speedily

after the fit has ceased.

Fits, however, do not often occm- at an

early period of any disease of the brain,

but usually take place after other symp-
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toms have shown themselves for many days,

such as might cause you to fear what the

natui-e of the disorder is. Fretfulness with

drowsiness, and yet with imquiet, imeasy

sleep, dislike to the light, not shown perhaps

by actual complaints, but by the half-shut

eyes and the face turned from the window,

are some of the earliest signs, which even

with slight attention will attract your notice.

Headache, and heat of head, or dizziness

which makes the child stumble as it walks,

or cry in alarm if moved from one person's

arms to those of another, may also be ob-

served ; and when with these signs there

are sickness and vomiting, and a confined

state of the bowels, these are all evidences

of disease in the head, which will leave

Jittle doubt, should a fit afterwards occur,

but that it is the proof of incurable mis-

chief having been done. As disease in the

brain goes on the child will sleep more,

perhaps still uneasily, or it may be a deep

sound sleep, which seems as if it must be

a g-reat blessing to the suffering little one
;
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but if you Avatch it you will find that

from this sleep the awaking is but imper-

fect, the eyes are opened drowsily, and

the large dark jDupil of the eye is grown

to twice the size it used to be, and be-

comes no smaller, or very little smaller,

when light is let into the room. Now

and then, too, there is a slight cast in

the eye, or it may be a constant squint

;

or even if not, the child sometimes seems

to see, and then you doubt a few hours

after whether its sight is not altogether

gone ; and a fit comes on now, or perhaps,

having occurred before, comes on again,

and tells the doctor, and tells you too, if

you have watched the child intelligently,

that there is no room for hope now ; that

mischief has been done beyond the power

of medicine to cure ; that life is drawing

to an end, that consciousness will not

come back here ; but that when the babe

wakes uj) it will be in that happy place

where it will have no more pain, no more

crying, and to which in a few short years it
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will welcome you, if having done your duty

to it in the days of its suffering you may be

found worthy to hear from your Saviour's

lips the blessing, ' Inasmuch as ye did it

to the least of one of these, ye did it

irnto me.'

I have said thus much about convulsions f^^l^^^^
CfxsGs of diS"

in children in order that you may understand ease of the
brain.

thoroughly why it is that they are not always

to be treated in the same way : why some-

times they are not to be treated at all ; but

that, sad as they are to look upon, it may

in some instances show the doctor's wisdom

when he says to you, ' If fits should come on,

you must do nothing.' On the sudden and

imexpected occurrence of a fit, indeed, in a

child previously healthy or who had not long

been ailing, you may with safety, and often

with benefit, place the child in a hot bath,

while at the same time you dash cold water

on its face, or pour cold water on its head, or

hold on it a large sponge dipped in cold

water. The hot bath will draw the blood

towards the skin, and away from the over-
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loaded brain ; it will quiet the general dis-

turbance, and if any fever such as measles or

scarlet fever were brooding, it will very likely

make the rash come out. Except in such

circumstances, however, your wise course will

be to wait for the doctor's instructions as to

what to do, and not to act as though because

the warm bath is of use in some cases it must

be in all. The same remedy which when

rightly used is of great service, when out of

place will do much harm.

meut of'tiie
"""^ P^^^ '^^ pm'pose to explain how

sick-room,
gygj-y little thing is to be done which a

nurse will have occasion to do in a sick-room.

But as I have told you the chief things to

notice when the brain is disordered, so I will

briefly mention the chief things to which you

must attend. The room must be kept cool,

and darkened, and quiet. Cool ; and thismust

be regulated by athermometer. Your feelings

are not a sufl&cient guide ; but ifthe thermo-

meter, when hung out of a draught, and yet

not near the fire, shows a temperature of

55°, that will be a proper warmth for the
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room to be kept at. Darkened ; not by

shutting out completely both light and air

with closed shutters, still less by drawing all

the cm-tains round the bed, but by letting

down the blinds so as to have a sort of twi-

light in the room, and by shading any light

which at night may be burned in the apart-

ment ; while further you must observe so to

place the child's cot, that whether by day

or night his face shall be turned from the

light, not directed towards it. Quiet ; and

this requires not only general quiet in the

house, but quiet in the movements of all

persons in the room
;
speaking not in a

whisper, but in a low and gentle voice
;

walking carefully, not in a silk dress nor in

creaky shoes, but not on tiptoe, for there is

a fussy sham quietness which disturbs the

sick far more than the loudest noise.

Little precautions, so trifling that few

think of noticing them, have much to do

with the quiet of the sick-room and conse-

quently with the comfort of the patient. A

rattling window will keep a child awake for
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hours, or the creaking handle of tlie door

rouse it up again each time anyone enters

the room ; and to put a wedge in the window,

or to tie back the handle, and so quietly open

or close the door, may do more than medi-

cine towards promoting the child's recovery.

There can, however, be no abiding qmet with-

out a well-ordered room, and the old proverb

carried out, ' A place for everything, and

everything in its j)lace.' A table covered

with a cloth, so that things may be put

down and taken up noiselessly, and set apart

for the medicine, the drink, the nourish-

ment, cups, glasses, spoons, or whatever else

the patient is in frequent need of ; with a

wooden bowl and water for rinsing cups and

glasses in, and a cloth or two for wiping them,

will save much trouble and noise, and the

loud whispers ofthe attendants to each other,

' Where is the sugar ? where is the arrowroot ?

where did you put down the medicine ?
' of

which one hears so much in the sick-room,

so much especially in the sick-room of the

child, who is unable to tell how extremely
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all this disturbs him. Management on the

nm-se's part, too, will do much to render the

doctor's visit less trying than it otherwise

would be to the child. Her report should

not be made, as is too often the case, in the

child's presence ; the doctor questioning, and

different answers being given, or different

opinions expressed ; a little dispute as to

some perhaps trivial point going on for three

or four minutes, undoing by this idle disturb-

ance all the good which hours of perfect

quiet had been needed to accomplish.

With due attention to these points it some-

times happens that the doctor is enabled to

pay his visit, and to learn all he needs to

know, without arousing the child, at all, for

he can notice its breathing, and count its

pulse, and feel its skin unnoticed. Often,

however, this will not suffice, and then if the

child is suddenly roused or roughly awakened

it becomes alarmed, the doctor is unable to

form a correct judgment of its condition, and

the whole time of his visit is occupied in

fruitless attempts to pacify it. With a little
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care all this might be avoided. The child

should first be half aroused by gently touch-

ing it ; it may then be softly called by name

or by some customary term of endearment

;

while it is always desirable that a face which

it knows and loves should be the first to

catch its eye on waking ; and in speaking to

it the voice cannot be too soft, nor the tones

too gentle. The same gentleness, too, must

extend to every movement of the child, to

turning it in bed and so on. If it is necessary

to raise it in order to give it food, the nm-se

must remember that the head aches, and that

the little one is dizzy ; the head must not be

raised from the pillow, but the arm must be

passed beneath the pillow, and the head raised

while thus resting upon it.

Giving Quiet is disturbed, sometimes imavoidably,
medicine.

in order to give a child medicine ; but much

of the distress which is thus occasioned may

generally be avoided by a little care and

management. Most powerful medicines, such

as would be needed by a child when very

ill, can be given in the form of powder : and
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a small powder can be mixed with a little

bread and milk in such a manner as to be

scarcely tasted. A little bread and milk

may be put in a teaspoon, and then on that

the powder, which, without being stirred up

with the contents of the spoon, should then

be covered over with a little more, and may

thus be swallowed almost unawares. A dose

of castor-oil, usually one of the great griefs

of the nursery, may often be given without

the least difficulty if previously shaken up

in a bottle with a wine-glassful of hot milk

sweetened and flavom-ed with a stick of cin-

namon boiled in it, by which all taste of

the oil is effectually concealed. Medicine,

too, even when really nauseous, will often be

swallowed by a child almost unnoticed if

given when it is half asleep. This experi-

ment, however, though very successful once

or twice, will not bear frequent repetition,

and, indeed, most medicines for children are

ordered by doctors as small in bulk and as

little unpleasant as possible ; but if after

persevering trials you cannot succeed in
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administeringwhat has been prescribed, with-

out fighting and struggling with the little

one, it is better to desist from the attempt

till the doctor's next visit, rather than to

throw a child when seriously ill, especially if

with some disease of the brain, into a state of

fiuious excitement by fruitless endeavours to

administer remedies. The doctor will, at his

visit, either alter the remedies, or perhaps

direct you to persevere in their employment,

even in sjDite of the child's resistance, though

he is much more likely to do the former than

the latter.

Importance I cauuot loavo tMs subi ect without observ-
of truthful-

ihg that three-fourths ofthe difficulties which

attend the administration of medicine are

commonly the result of previous bad man-

agement of the child, of foolish over-in-

dulgence, or of still more foolish want of

truthfulness. It may answer once to tell a

child that medicine is nice when really it is

nasty, but the trick will scarcely succeed a

second time, and the one success will increase

your difficulties ever after. If medicine is
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absolutely necessary, and the child is too

young to understand reason, it must be given

by force, very firmly but very kindly, and

the grief it occasions will be forgotten in a

minute or'two. If he is old enough, tell him

that the medicine is ordered to do him good,

and firmness combined with gentleness will

usually succeed in inducing him to take it,

especially if after so doing you tell him he is

good, and it is a pleasure to nurse him, or that

you will tell the doctor what a good child he

is in taking what is ordered for him. The

advantage of perfect truthfulness extends to

every incident in the illness of children, even

to the not saying, from a feeling of kind-

ness, ' Oh, you will soon be well,' if it is not

likely so to be. If children find you never

deceive them, how implicitly they will trust

you, what an infinity of trouble is saved, and

how much rest of mind is secured to the poor

little sufi"erer

!

A little boy three years old was ordered

to be cupped. The cupper, a very kind old

gentleman, said, to encourage him, ' Oh, dear
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1

little boy, it's nothing.' The child turned to

his mother, saying, ' Mummy, is that true?'

His mother said it was not, but that for her

sake she hoped he would try to bear it well,

and the operation was performed without a

cry or sound.

There are two things which are often

attended by much and needless difficulty

and distress in the case of children suffering

from disease of the brain,—namely, the appli-

cation of leeches to the head, and the employ-

ment of cold. In applying leeches all trouble

may usually be avoided by the simple pre-

caution of putting them on either behind one

ear, or else on the top of the head, where

they will be out of the child's sight, and at

the same time will not be liable to be rubbed

off as it rolls its head from side to side.

If four leeches are ordered, to put two behind

each ear, as I have sometimes seen done from

a notion that both sides .of the head will not

otherwise get relief, iB a very foolish practice

which occasions the child much imnecessary

fright. Cold is best applied by means of a
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couple of bladders half-filled with povmded

ice, and wrapped in two large napkins ; one

of them should be placed under the child's

head, the corners of the napkin being pinned

to the pillow-case to prevent its being dis-

tui'bed, while the other is allowed to rest upon

the head, but with the corners of the napkin

again pinned to the pillow so as to take off

the greater part of its weight. Thus ar-

ranged, the cold application will neither

get displaced by the child's movements, nor

will the child itself be wetted, as it too com-

monly is when wet cloths are employed for

this pirrpose, nor irritated by their perpetual

removal and renewal.

But I will now try to explain to you what Diseases of

the chest.

things specially require your notice when

disease is seated in the chest, though the

points which you should observe are too

evident to need that I should say much about

them. The frequency of the child's breathing,

the difficidty with which it is accomplished,

the degree to which it is interrupted by

coughing, and whether that cough is tight

E 2
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or loose or' painful, are clearly enough the

objects to which the doctor's inquiries will

be directed, and to which therefore your

chief attention must be paid.

Signs of The kind of cough and the kind of breath-
dirterent rtis-

chest."'^ i^g often tell very much as to the nature of

the disease of the chest from which the

child is suffering. When the breathing is

hurried, the child never taking a full breath,

and breathing every now and then inter-

rupted by a stitch, or catch, or by a cough

which is short and painful, the case is most

likely one of pleurisy, or of inflammation of

the covering of the lungs and lining of the

chest. A burning skin, very hurried breath-

ing, much more hurried than in pleurisy but

not attended by actual pain, a frequent,

short, dry cough, with no moistm-e in the

nostrils, and no tears inthe eyes, are the usual

signs of inflammation of the lungs. A com-

mon cold, accompanied by a cough, which

returns in fits at intervals ; the intervals

becoming shorter, the fits of coughing longer

and more severe in the course of a few days,
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imtil at last, when they come on, the child

tiu-ns red in the face, seems almost chok-

ing, and then draws a deep breath with a

loud sound or whoop : such are the signs of

whooping-cough. A feverish cold, with fre-

quent cough, continuing for a day or two,

or even for a shorter time, then usually to-

wards evening or in the night becoming

suddenly worse, the cough noisy and barking

though still short, and the bark growing

more shrill, and like the sound of a penny

trumpet, the voice hoarse, then whispering,

the breathing harsh, accompanied by a

peculiar noise, not exactly wheezing but a

sort of crowing sound, never forgotten when

once heard, and known as croupy breathing,

are the characters of that dangerous disease

croujo. A sound not unlike the croupy breath-

ing is sometimes heard in children who are

teething, or who are unsuitably fed. It is

known from the sound that attends true

croup, or inflammation of the windpipe, by

the absence of cough and of heat of skin,

or of symptoms of a cold
;
by its coming on
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gradually, by the disordered state of th e bowels

and by the little threatenings of convulsion,

such as the clenched hand with the thumb

shut into the palm, by which it is attended.

This, too, is a dangerous condition in some

cases, but the danger is very different from

that of croup. The breathing is interrupted

by spasm, which suddenly closes the upper

opening of the windpipe, but relaxes a mo-

ment after, when the air rushing in again,

produces the peculiar crowing sound. If the

sj)asm lasts long so that air cannot enter,

the child may even die foj want of breath
;

or if it returns frequently, the return of the

difficult breathing brings with it much dis-

order of the health, and is attended not with

slight threatenings of convulsions only, but

even with an actual convulsion fit.

These things are mentioned, not in order

that the nurse may fancy that the knowledge

of them will make her or is meant to make

her independent of the doctor, but that she

may know when to take alarm, what in each

case to be most afraid of ; that she may not,
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by indulging in fear of imaginary evils, add

to the anxiety of her employers instead of

being able to allay their sometimes need-

less apprehensions.

As in the case of diseases of the brain,
Jl^^^^^'^^"'^

. 1,1 i 1 J. • Temperature
however, so here there are not only certain of the room,

things to notice, but also certain things to

do. At first, the temperature of the room

requires particular care in all cases of in-

flammation of the lungs ; for cold air would

not only distress the child and make its

cough worse, but also most likely increase

its disease. As I have already told you,

your own feelings are not a safe rule by

which to govern the temperature of a sick-

room, but you must be guided entirely by

what the thermometer placed at a distance

from the fire tells you as to the degree of

warmth, and in these cases that should not

be less than 60 degrees. But while you

thus keep the room warm, you must not

heap bed-clothes on the child, as is too often

done without consideration. The inflamma-

tion brings fever with it ; the child's burning
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skin will be rendered still hotter and drier

by covering it with bed-clothes. A warm

room and a light covering are proper in all

cases of inflammation of the kmgs ; for the

air breathed ought to be warm, so as not to

irritate and distress the delicate lining of

the air-tubes ; a cold room and abundance

of bed-clothes would be not only uncom-

fortable but mischievous. It must be

remembered too, that though proj)er atten-

tion to the temjDeratui'e of the room will

prevent much risk of the child's catching

cold, yet care is still needed in taking the

child out of bed, especially after a warm bath,

or when medicine has been given to act on the

skin, and when it is, therefore, of the utmost

importance that perspiration should not be

suddenly checked. A warm dressing-gown

or wrapper should be always close at hand,

so that if the little patient on waking sud-

denly calls to be taken out of bed, he may

not be removed from it without being

warmly covered up.

Next to the temperature of the room, the
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position of the child requires attention.

When people are labouring for breath you

have, I dare say, noticed that they always

place themselves almost in a sitting posture ;

and even though yoiu- little patient be not

breathing with very great difficulty, yet you

should remember that he will breathe much

more easily if you prop him a little up in

bed than if you let him lie flat down. In

the case of all babies, however, and of

children under three years old, there is

another reason for great attention to this

point, and one which I will try to explain to

you. The lungs are something like two large

sponges, into which the air enters through

the windpipe ; and passing through smaller

and still smaller tubes, comes at last into

very tiny cells, so small indeed that they

can be distinguished only by means of a

magnifying glass. When the lungs are

inflamed some of the air-tubes become

stopped up, the very small air-cells are

pressed on by the flow of more blood than

natural into the part, and the air conse-
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qiiently enters less easily than it should, and

in smaller quantities. Now, if you let the

child lie quite flat, not only is it less able

to draw a deep breath, and so to fill its

lungs completely, tban if it were sitting

or at least propped up in bed, but also

the blood flowing towards the inflamed

portion of the lung returns less easily from

it than it otherwise might do. If you have

had a whitlow on your finger, you know

that when the -hand is hung down, the

inflamed finger will become redder than

before, and will beat and throb so that you

can scarcely bear it, while if you raise yoiir

hand the pain abates, and the swelling and

redness diminish. Now, though the same

increase of pain is not felt when blood

collects in the inflamed lung, yet the con-

sequences that follow from it are very serious.

The air-cells become more and more pressed

on, the admission of air is rendered more

and more .difficult, and at length, if a

large part of the lungs be thus rendered

useless or nearly so, the child will die,
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and will die from this cause sooner than

a grown person would. You cannot, indeed,

alter the position of the lungs as you can

that of a limb ; but yet if you raise the child

up in its bed, it is clear to you that the

blood will not so readily settle in its lungs

as if you allow it to lie flat, while, further, it

will be able to take a deeper breath, and to

do it more easily. I trust, therefore, that

you will never neglect this simple precaution

jiow that you know the reason why attention

to it is so important.

Lastly, you must keep the child as quiet

as possible. If a limb is inflamed you rest

it, ,and you know that this resting the limb

is quite necessary in order that the treatment

may be of any service. But just as walking

or lifting exercises the legs or arms, so do

talking and crying exercise the lungs, and

therefore, if they are inflamed, the less the

child talks, the less it cries, the better. No

rules can tell you how to prevent this
; jow

must soothe the child by every gentle way

that a woman knows. If the child is .a baby.
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you may sing some little tune to it; or,

throwing a flannel wrapper round it, may

take it in your arms, and as you walk the

Smfsingsick I'oom ^ay try to hush it to sleep. If the
children.

I child is older, you may tell it stories to keep

it quiet, and no one who really loves children

will be at a loss in finding a story to tell.

All children love to hear of what happened

to grown people when they were young :

tell them of your own childhood — of what

you saw and did when you were a little girl,

of the village where you played, of where

you went to school, of youi" chm'ch and your

clergyman. Or tell the fairy tales that you

heard and your mother before you and her

mother before her in childhood—the tales

of G-oody Two Shoes, or Cinderella, Blue

Beard, or Beauty and the Beast. I name

them because I would not have you think

that fairy tales are too foolish to be told

now that we have so many good and useful

books for children. Grown people need

amusement sometimes, and children, even

when well, cannot be always reading wise
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und useful and instructive books. The story

which teaches nothing wrong, which does

not lead a child to think lightly of what is

good and right—which, in short, does no

harm—is one which you need not fear to

tell to childi-en, even though it does not

irapart any useful knowledge, or convey

any important lesson. Grod himself has

formed this world full not only of useful

things, but of things that are beautiful, and

which, as far as we can tell, answer no other

end than this, that they are lovely to gaze

upon or sweet to smell, and that they give

pleasure to man. Your special business, how-

ever, when a child is ill is to give it pleasure,

such pleasure as it can then partake of ; and

in exact proportion as you can succeed in

this will you in very many instances promote

the child's recovery. Trust me, too, for this,

—the innocent fairy tale which has beguiled

your little patient of a weary hour will not

leave you less able to tell, nor the child less

ready to listen to, the story of Samuel or of

Joseph, or to the history of how Grod once
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How to

arrange tlie

\\ai-m bath.

gave a child to the rich -woman who had been

kind to the prophet, and how she rejoiced in

it till the sad summer day when he went to

see the reapers, and the sun struck him, and

the baby died, and how God gave him life

again when the prophet prayed. Nor will

it, I am sure, prevent the child from lifting

his little hands with you when you repeat

for him a prayer to his Saviom-, and ask

Jesus, who so loved little children, to make

him well again ; or speak to him of the

heaven of joy and love and beauty prepared

for all good children, where they shall never

hunger any more, nor thirst any more, and

where ' the inhabitant shall not say I am

sick.'

One caution more I perhaps should give

you, as applying more particularly to cases

of disease of the lungs, and that concerns

the employment of the warm bath. Often

ordered by medical men, often extremely

useful when properly managed, it yet is

frequently made a source of needless distress ,

and terror to little children. If the bath
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is brought into tlie room, prejDared in the

child's sight, and he is then taken out of

bed, undressed and -put into the water which

he sees steaming before him, he very often

becomes greatly alarmed, struggles violently,

cries passionately, and does not become quiet

again till he has sobbed himself to sleep.

All this time, however, he has been exerting

his inilamed lungs to the utmost, and will

probably have thereby done himself ten

timesmore harm-than the bath has done good.

Very different would it have been if the bath

had been got ready out of the child's sight

—

if when brought to his bedside it had been

covered with a blanket so as to hide the

steam,—if the child had been laid upon the

blanket, and gently let down into the water,

and this even without undressing him if he

were very fearful ; and then, if you wish to

make a baby quite happy in the water, put in

a couple of corks or bungs with feathers stuck

in them, for baby to play with. Managed

thus, I have often seen the much-dreaded

bath become a real delight to the little one.
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and have found that if tears were shed at

all, it was at being taken out of the water,

not at being placed in it.

pcmirsc's Serious diseases of the stomach and
duties m
diseases of , •/! .i n i- ^

thestomacii Doweis, With the cxceptiou 01 diarrhoea, are
and bowels.

not of frequent occurrence after the first

year or two of life, nor do the nui'se's duties

in their management call for many remarks.

Sometimes, however, the sickness and vomit-

ing from which a child suffers are increased

by want of judgment in the mode of

How to giving food and drink. When there is a
check o D

disposition to sickness, the stomach will

bear only very small quantities of food at

a time—much smaller, indeed, than are com-

monly given,—while almost always warm

diinks are borne much less well than such

as are cold. Whenever, then, sickness is

troublesome, it is well to make no attempt

for an hour or two to give any kind of food

or drink. After the stomach has thus had

complete rest for a time, a single teaspoonful

of perfectly cold water may be given, and

if this be not thro-wu up, it may be

sickness.
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succeeded in ten minutes or a quarter of

an hour by a second or third. If this is

borne, a little water thickened with isinglass,

a little cold barley-water, or cold milk and

water, may be given ; and then with the

same precautions, and in very small quan-

tities, beef tea or chicken broth, or whatever

food the doctor has directed. The smallness

of the quantity of food given at a time, and

the giving that cold, are the two chief points

to attend to
;
though next to them, and

indeed scarcely less in importance, is the

avoiding moving the child hastily in giving

it food, or raising it more than absolutely

necessary out of the lying position.

Another subject which deserves a little Attention to

cleanUness.

notice concerns especially the management

of children suffering from diarrhoea, in

whom the skin is apt, without most scrupu-

lous care, to become much irritated, or even

actually sore. You are, I doubt not, fully

aware of the necessity of extreme cleanliness

in order to avoid this, but you may not

know that soap and water, which might
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naturally appear the best means of keeping

the skin clean, are very apt to irritate the sur-

face, and are consequently in these cases very

imsuitable. The less use you make of soap

therefore the better, while you will find thin

starch, made as if for use in the laundry,

though very much thinner, not only serve

every purpose of cleanliness, but soothe the

inflamed and irritated skin. If there be

already any soreness, after drying the child

as carefully as possible, you may dust over

the parts a little zinc powder, and afterwards

apply to them some zinc ointment spread

cbiki not to on soft linen rag. In the case of children
be moved.

much exhausted by any illness, but particu-

larly by diarrhoea, it is very important that

they be moved or lifted out of their cot or

cradle for any purpose as little as possible.

In a state of great weakness, fainting or

convulsions are sometimes prodviced by sud-

denly moving a child, suddenly lifting it up

in bed, or taking it out of bed. You must

learn, therefore, to sponge and clean it, and

even to shift it, by merely turning it, and that
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with all possible gentleness, first to one side,

and then to the other. It must not even be

lifted up to change its bed-gown ; but the

gown should be torn up the back, and may

thus be taken off and a clean one put on

again with very little disturbance, while a ^

few stitches will serve to run it together

again after it has once been put on.

Another point which in these cases, and Attention to
^ giving lood.

sometimes indeed in others, requires much

attention, is the support of the child by

proper nomishment. When worn out by

diarrhoea the desire not for food only but

even for drink is sometimes almost com-

pletely lost ; the child who at one time

cried much, and seemed in miich suffering,

grows quieter, becomes disposed to doze,

and will even sleep on for hom's if undis-

turbed, asking for nothing, and seeming

fretful only if aroused. In such cases, if

you allow the child to remain without

nourishment simply because it does not

seek it, or because it refused nourishment

when offered, it will sink into a deeper

F 2
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and still deeper doze, and pass at length

into a state of stupor from which nothing

will rouse it, or into a faint that will

end in death. When, therefore, you are told

in this case to give nomishment—arrow-

root and a little wine perhaps, or chicken

broth, or whatever it may be,—remember

that the child's life depends upon your

carrying out this order to the very letter.

Eemember, too, that to do so will require

the greatest perseverance and watchfulness

;

that the nourishment which the child re-

fuses one minute it will take five minutes

afterwards ; that the occurrence of diffi-

culty in swallowing, instead of being a

reason for desisting from your attempt,

is but an additional ground for rej)eating it

with more earnestness than ever. In these

cases, too, it is especially important to

keep an account on a piece of paper of

the quantity of nourishment taken each

time, and the exact hours at which it is

given; while the child's being asleep is

no reason for allowing the proper time to
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pass without the proper food being given,

since you now know that death, not re-

covery, would be the end of such sleep if

undisturbed. .

I told you something about fevers at the '^^^^^

beo-innino- of this little book, and mentioned gers.

to you that a rash upon the skin attends

almost all the fevers from which children

suffer, and that a different rash attends each

different sort of fever. Now it would take

up a great deal too much time if I were to

tell you how each different fever runs a

different course, and is attended by dangers

from different causes ; so I will only mention

that in Measles the great risk is of inflam-

mation of the lungs, in Scarlet Fever of

ulcerated sore throat ; in Smallpox, which

happily we do not now often see, the dan-

ger is in proportion to the quantity of the

eruption ; and in Eemittent Fever, the danger

arises either from the strength giving way in

the second or third week of the disease, or

from the brain becoming seriously affected.

In each fever, then, you will have to be on
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the watch against a different danger, and one

coming on at a different time ; the danger of

measles being either just as the eruption is

coming out, or else about the fifth or sixth

day; the sore throat of scarlet fever in-

creasing every day till the fom-th or fifth,

but seldom becoming severe after that time,

if it had been but slight before ; while the

chief danger of smallpox does not occur till

about the seventh or eighth day, however

abundant the pock may have been. Another

thing to bear in mind, too, is that fevers,

unlike most diseases, have a certain course

that they run, a certain time that they must

occupy, even if they are ever so mild ; that

no skill of the doctor can cut them short

;

while, fm'ther, the danger which attends

them, though greatest at certain periods, is

yet not altogether absent at any part of their

course, and may by acts of imprudence be

at once brought on. In fevers, then, more

depends, when they are not very bad indeed,

on the good sense of the nurse than on the

skill of the doctor. There are days of
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waiting, and watching, and doing nothing

;

days when nothing but mischief would

resvilt from interference ; when to sponge the

parched skin with lukewarm water, to give

drink to relieve the thirst, to keep the room

well aired, the child's clothes sweet and

clean, are all that can be done, all that it

is right to try to do. To do this well, by

gentleness to quiet the child's fretfulness, by

cheerfulness to keep up the spirits of the

parents,—these are the nurse's duties, and

duties far from easy to perform. There Mistakes to

be avoided.

are, moreover, a few prejudices which, not

on the nurse's part only, but also sometimes

on the part of the child's friends, stand in

the way of its proper management during

fever. In the first place, there is an over- About tem-
pcrature.

great dread of catching cold, and the room is

in many cases kept in consequence both hot

and ill-ventilated. When children are suffer-

ing from measles, it is indeed well to keep the

room at a temperature of about 60° ; but in

the other fevers the temperature should not

exceed 55° at the utmost. Be the tempera-
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ture that is considered necessary what it may,

it is not to be maintained by excluding fresh

air from the apartment, and making the

child breathe over and over again that which

has already been made impure. A fire,

indeed, is very often necessary for the main-

tenance of even a very moderate temperature

in the room, but the fire is at the same time

a very great help towards the efficient ven-

tilation of the room. The efficiency of ven-

tilation, however, depends on the purity of

the air admitted to replace that which has

already become unwholesome, and on this

account the ventilation of a sick-room from

the staircase, or from an adjoining chamber,

is always far inferior to the admission of

fresh air from an open window—is often

miserably insufficient. So long too as the

patient is in bed, there is little if any risk of

cold being caught from a partially open win-

dow ; that danger begins when the patient is

well enough to be up and move about in the

apartment, and when consequently he runs

the risk of getting into draughts. When
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recoveiy is advanced to this point, venti-

lation has to be provided for before the

patient rises, or when he leaves one room

for another— a change, by-the-bye, which

needs to be made with much care and

prudence. There is a fear also of washing ^bout^

the surface, or of changing the linen, lest the

rash should be driven in, or cold should be

taken in either of these ways. Even in

measles, however, in which alone there is the

least ground for any such fear, if lukewarm

water be used, and if only a small part of the

body be washed at one time, there is no dan-

ger even from frequent washing, while the

passing a damp sponge frequently over the

surface is a very great comfort, in many in-

stances, to the patient whose skin is burning-

hot with fever. The same remark applies to

changing the linen, which, indeed, needs to

be donemore frequentlyin the course of fevers

than of almost any other diseases. The same About
drink.

kind of objection, and with no better reason,

is often raised to allowing cold drinks to the

patient, though they are most refreshing to
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persons suffering from burning thirst, and

lukewarm water, or toast-water, or barley-

water afford but a poor substitute for the

cold water for which the patient longs. The

quantity of water given at a time should not

exceed one or two table- spoonfuls, but that

may be given quite cold, and may be repeated

almost as often as it is asked for. I may

just add that no more should be given to a

child than it may be safely allowed to take

at once ; it will be content with a tiny cup

if quite full, when it would fret exceedingly

at being compelled to set down a vessel,

however large, unemptied.

Another prejudice, which shows itself more

in ill-advised remarks than in acts, concerns

the nom-ishment required by patients dm-ing

a fever. For days together a child may

perhaps take nothing but a little tea or

barley-water or thin arrowroot, and this in

quantities so small as would not have sufficed

it when in health for a single meal. All this

time, too, the little one may seem to be

growing worse and worse, and the natural
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anxiety of friends makes them fear lest the

child should sink for want of nourishment.

It should, however, be borne in mind that

when fever runs high no food can be pro-

perly digested ; that food not digested would

do harm, and disorder the stomach and

bowels, and thus perhaps destroy all chance

of recovery ; and that to determine when to

give nourishment, or to order wine, instead

of being an easy matter which any nurse can

settle, is often one of the most difficult points

for the most skilful doctor to determine. In Duty of

obedience.

no disease, then, is the strictest obedience to

the doctor's directions in point of diet of such

moment as in the case of fever ; and this

obedience must show itself not only in

punctually doing all that is prescribed, but

also in abstaining from doing anything that

has not been ordered.

If these few and simple hints prove useful, conclusion.

I may at some future time go more into

particulars than I have done now. In the

meantime may I beg that you will not throAV
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this little book aside, as if it told you nothing

but what you knew before, or as if you

could be good enough nurses without know-

ing it ? There is an old proverb which says,

'Whatever is worth doing at all is worth

doing well
;

' and about nothing can this be

more true than about an occupation on

the well doing of which health and life

depend. The things I have spoken to you

of are, indeed, little things, but the busi-

ness of life consists much less in great things

than in performing little duties, exercising

little virtues, doing little acts of kindness.

This is especially the business of your lives

:

need I remind you that large things depend

upon it,—large things to those whom you

have to do with here, large things to your-

selves hereafter ? My earnest wish and

prayer for yourselves and for myself is, that

when our business here is done, we may

hear the approving words : 'Well done, good

and faithful servant ; thou hast been faithful

over a few things, I will make thee ruler over

many things.'
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FACTS

ILLUSTHATIVF OP

THE NEED OF A CBmLDREN'S EIOSPITAL,

1st.—-The mortality of Children under ten

years is only two per cent, less than it was

fifty years ago. Of 50,000 persons dying

annually in London, 21,000 are Children

under that age.

2nd.—The Hospitals of London are in-

adequate to afford accommodation for Sick

Children. In January 1843, of 2,336 pa-

tients in all the Hospitals, only 26 were

Children under ten, suffering from diseases

peculiar to their age.

3rd.— Medical knowledge concerning

Children's diseases is particularly defective,

owing to the want of sufficient opportu-

nities for their study.
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4th.—A special Hospital for Children is

needed, because the proper care of Sick

Children requires special arrangements.

5th.—Children's Hospitals have been esta-

blished with success in seventeen of the chief

cities of Europe, but there was not one in

the United Kingdom till the Hospital for Sick

Children was opened in Ormond Street.

6th.—The opinion of the Medical Profes-

sion is almost imanimous in its favour :

—

' I will venture to say that the poor, as

a class, will gain more from the establish-

ment of a Hospital for Children's Diseases

than they would from any general hospital.'

Dr. Latham.

' It is a truth which ought to be confessed,

that the disorders of early life are less gener-

ally understood than those that are incident

to matm-er age ; and it is a truth which still

more deserves publicity, that the imperfec-

tion of our knowledge is mainly owing to our

want of hospitals dedicated to the reception

of Sick Children.' Sir T. Watson, Bart.

' The proposal to establish in the imme-
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diate vicinity of London a Hospital for Sick

Children is a measure so fraught with

prospective benefits to every class of the

community that I cannot but regard it with

deep interest and solicitude.'

De. Bueeoavs.

' It is a decided Want in this Metropolis.

. . . . You have my best wishes for its

success, and shall have any influence I can

obtain for you.' Sie C. Locock, Bart.

' I shall be happy to co-operate in its

establishment in any way which you may

deem most likely to benefit the Institution.'

De. Feeguson.

' The establishment of a Children's

Hospital in London, while proving an in-

estimable boon to themselves and their

distressed parents, must also tend greatly

to the advancement of medical knowledge

in the important department of Infantile

Diseases.' Sie John Foebes.
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